. This seminal work applied the Darwinian concepts of variation, replication and selection to the evolution of firms. It proposed a level of evolution, replication and selection at a level higher than individuals or genes, involving the replication and selection of routines and institutions. Significantly, the applicability or otherwise of these Darwinian concepts depends on precise definitions of terms such as replication and selection. The present essay builds on previous work where the concepts of replication
The Firm as an Interactor: Firms as Vehicles for Habits and Routines
Geoffrey M. Hodgson and Thorbjørn Knudsen Empirical evidence is usually too malleable to be very decisive in conceptual revolutions. … Initial acceptance of fundamentally new ideas leans more heavily on the increased coherence which the view brings to our general world picture.
David L. Hull (1978) Once we see that other levels of selection are theoretically possible, we should not adopt a methodology that blinds us to their existence. Robert N. Brandon (1996) This essay is concerned with the application of Darwinian principles to our understanding of the nature and evolution of business firms. 1 It continues in the evolutionary tradition of theoretical enquiry in social science, inspired and developed by Richard Nelson and Sidney Winter (1982) , Michael Hannan and John Freeman (1989) , Howard Aldrich (1999) and many others. Our focus here is on some of the deeper, conceptual issues involved in the use of evolutionary ideas in this context. The term 'evolutionary' does not necessarily invoke Darwinism, but we take the use of Darwinian ideas within evolutionary economics seriously. This does not mean that we overlook the huge differences between the mechanisms involved in biological evolution, on the one hand, and socio-economic evolution, on the other. Neither do we believe that social phenomena can be largely explained in biological terms. Instead, we take what is now a prevailing view in the philosophy of science, that Darwinism involves a set of general principles that apply to all evolving systems involving variation, inheritance and selection. The most important service rendered by these general principles is to help explain the evolution of widespread but incredible levels of complexity in reality. However, the conceptual refinement of the core Darwinian concepts is incomplete, and much work needs to be done, particularly in their application to the social sciences. This article is a contribution to this effort.
The first section below introduces the concept of Universal Darwinism by reviewing some of the literature on the generalised application of Darwinian principles. Nelson and Winter (1982) famously described routines as 'genes'. Accordingly, the second section considers how habits and routines can serve as replicators in socio-economic evolution. The third section considers the meaning of selection, and the selection of habits and routines. This paves the way for the fourth section, which is the crux of our argument. If routines are in some ways like genes, and are thus key 'replicators' in economic evolution, what serve as their 'vehicles' or 'interactors'? We argue that the firm is best regarded as their interactor. The application of the accepted definition of an interactor (Hull, 1988, p. 408) in this domain has the following consequence: upon the outcome of the interactions between an interactor with its environment, the fate of its constituent replicators depends.
The outcome of this argument is, first and foremost, a conceptual refinement of the approach developed by Nelson and Winter (1982) , which clarifies the evolutionary elements and mechanisms involved, in the light of recent developments in the philosophical analysis and formalisation of Darwinian principles. We also hope that this is a small step in the development of a wider theory of socio-economic evolution, which can link the insights of modern evolutionary economics with the growing understanding and refinement of key evolutionary concepts such as selection and replication.
In particular, the recognition of firms (and perhaps some other institutions) as interactors, alongside the accepted interactor of the human individual, paves the way for the further development of a multiple level evolutionary theory, with interactors on both institutional and individual levels. The development of such a multi-level theory is the keystone of a nonreductionist evolutionary economics.
Universal Darwinism
A few years after the publication of Darwin's Origin of Species (1859), several scholars followed Darwin's own hints that the principles of selection, variation and inheritance may have a wider applicability than to biological organisms alone. In The Descent of Man (1871) Darwin had elaborated on this possibility. A number of early thinkers, including Walter Bagehot (1872) , William James (1880), David Ritchie (1896) , Charles Sanders Peirce ([1898] 1992) , Thorstein Veblen (1899 , 1919 , and James Mark Baldwin (1909) argued that the Darwinian principles of selection apply not simply to biology but also to mental, epistemological, moral, social or even cosmic evolution. Their arguments did not involve the reduction of explanations of social phenomena to biological terms alone. In contrast, they argued that Darwinian ideas themselves had wider application, to non-biological, evolving systems. However, their efforts were largely overshadowed by the Darwinian assault on creationism.
The idea of extending the application of Darwinian principles was later revived. Karl Popper (1972) and Donald T. Campbell (1974) developed an 'evolutionary epistemology'. Campbell also argued that Darwinism contained a general theory that applied to all evolving systems. Campbell (1965, p. 24) made the point that the appropriate analogy for social evolution is not biotic evolution, but a more general processes of evolution 'for which organic evolution is but one instance'. Subsequently, Richard Lewontin (1970) also suggested that the domain of application of Darwinian theory could be broadened from biology.
Richard Dawkins (1983) later coined the term 'Universal Darwinism'. Dawkins argued that if life existed elsewhere in the universe, it would follow the Darwinian rules of variation, inheritance and selection. Even if there were a very different system of replication, including one that allowed the 'Lamarckian' inheritance of acquired characters, a coherent account of the evolutionary process would still require the key elements of the Darwinian theory. Even in the social context, where acquired characters might be inherited, such Lamarckism requires Darwinism to complete its explanations, and is not an alternative to it. 2 As long as there is a population with imperfect inheritance of their characteristics, and not all of them have the potential to survive, then Darwinian evolution will occur. Sidney Winter (1987, p. 617 ) also expressed the idea that Darwinism could have a wider applicability:
In sum, natural selection and evolution should not be viewed as concepts developed for the specific purposes of biology and possibly appropriable for the specific purposes of economics, but rather as elements of the framework of a new conceptual structure that biology, economics and other social sciences can comfortably share.
The idea of Universal Darwinism has also been applied to the development of neural connections in the brain, the immune system, and computer viruses (Edelman, 1987; Plotkin, 1994; Aunger, 2002) . These are cases not merely of analogy, but of the existence of processes that are actually evolving in accord with basic Darwinian principles of variation, inheritance and selection. Significantly, Gary Cziko (1995) describes the acknowledgement of such a 'universal selection theory' as 'the Second Darwinian Revolution'.
As such, Darwinian evolution is not tied to the biological specifics of genes or DNA. On Earth, DNA has the capacity to replicate. But other mechanisms of replication or inheritance may exist, on this planet and elsewhere. One possible and relevant example is the propensity of human beings to communicate, conform and imitate, making the replication or inheritance of habits and ideas a key feature of human socio-economic systems.
'Universal Darwinism' is not a version of biological reductionism or 'biological imperialism' where an attempt is made to explain everything in biological terms. The existence of Darwinian mechanisms also does not mean that the process involved is always that of genetic variation and selection. On the contrary, Universal Darwinism upholds that there is a core set of general Darwinian principles that, along with essential and auxiliary explanations specific to each scientific domain, may apply to a range of phenomena. Universal Darwinism encompasses a wide range of possible mechanisms. But they would share the common features of variation, inheritance and selection.
Darwinian principles apply by virtue of the existence of variety, inheritance and selection. In particular, by recognition of the ontological priority and replenishment of variety in both natural and social systems, Darwinian 'population thinking' is also relevant for social scientists (Mayr, 1982; Metcalfe, 1998) . Accordingly, although the detailed mechanisms of change at the social level are quite different from those described in biology, socio-economic evolution is still Darwinian in several important senses.
However, while all evolving systems may be subject to a core set of Darwinian principles, the notion of Universal Darwinism itself provides no alternative to a detailed explanation of the particular emergent properties and processes at the social level. Acceptance of Universal Darwinism does not provide all the necessary causal mechanisms and explanations for the social scientist, nor obviate the elaborate additional work of specific investigation and detailed causal explanation in the social sphere (Hodgson, 2001b) .
Neither Universal Darwinism nor the theory of selection can give us a full, detailed explanation of evolutionary processes or outcomes. At the centre of Darwinism there is a rigorous theory, but it explains little on its own and it is thus placed in the context of a mass of empirical material (Hull, 1973) . Darwinian principles provide a general explanatory framework into which particular explanations have to be placed.
To recapitulate, Darwinism includes not only specific theories that explain particular biological mechanisms, but also a general theory that applies to all evolving systems where there is inheritance, variation and selection, with possible differences in the detailed mechanisms involved. Accordingly, Darwinism has some unavoidable importance, at the general theoretical as well as the specific analogical and metaphorical levels.
The application of Darwinian principles to socio-economic phenomena depends crucially on the existence of variety, mechanisms of inheritance, and processes of selection in that domain. If meaningful inheritance or selection does not exist, then Darwinian principles do not apply. Clearly, the identification of these processes depends crucially on precise definitions of inheritance (or replication) and selection. Some progress is beginning to be made in these areas. Sections 2 and 3 of this essay summarise recent work that applies adequate definitions of replication and selection to socio-economic phenomena. Having considered replication and selection, we are in a position to consider an additional distinction, between a replicator and an interactor. This is established in Section 4.
The Meaning of Replication: Habits and Routines as Replicators
We now address the definitions of replication and selection. The detailed processes of replication are very different in society and in nature. If one term is to be applied in both areas then it must be defined fairly broadly, but not too broadly or imprecisely to risk a loss of meaning. Some see the 'meme' as the replicator (Dawkins, 1976; Blackmore, 1999) . However, meme enthusiasts cannot agree on what a meme is. Is the meme an idea, an instruction or some behaviour? In any case, if a meme is a replicator, then what structure is passed on? This analytical problem leads Dan Sperber to probe the meaning of replication and to suggest that it involved elements of causation, similarity, information and transfer. He then argues that many cases of so-called memetic replication are not true replication and that the 'grand project of memetics … is misguided' (Sperber, 2000, p. 173). 3 Peter Godfrey-Smith -another memes sceptic -offers another useful refinement of the replicator concept. For Godfrey- Smith (2000, p. 413) : 'The … job of explaining the heritability of variation, in the sense relevant to evolution by natural selection … is the proper one for the replicator concept.' Godfrey-Smith then (2000, pp. 414-15) constructs the following definitions:
Y is a replicate of X if and only if: (i) X and Y are similar (in some relevant respects), and (ii) X was causally involved in the production of Y in a way responsible for the similarity of Y to X. Replication is any process by which a replicate is produced.
Godfrey-Smith's definition requires similarity 'in some relevant respects', but does not specify what is 'relevant'. In an innovative volume, Robert Aunger (2002) refines Sperber's (2000) definition of replication. He argues that in general, replication is a relationship between a copy and some source exhibiting the following characteristics:
• Causation: the source must be causally involved in the production of the copy • Similarity: the copy must be like its source in relevant respects • Information transfer: the process that generates the copy must obtain the information that makes the copy similar to its source from that same source; and • Duplication: during the process, one entity gives rise to two (or more). 4 For Aunger, the first condition (causation) implies no more than that the original replicator must participate in the process that results in the appearance of its copy. The fourth criterion (duplication) -added by Aunger to Sperber's definition -is a feature of replication that is not necessarily found in other forms of inheritance. In other words, according to Aunger, replication is a special a type of inheritance where duplication is involved. Note also that Aunger's definition requires similarity 'in relevant respects', but again does not specify what is 'relevant'. Aunger (2002) regards a meme as essentially the state of a node in a neuronal network capable of generating a copy of itself in either the same or a different neuronal network, without being destroyed in the process. Part of the problem with the original meme concept is that it referred to ideas, not to material entities or structures, without enough consideration of the material substrate of the 'information' in the meme or of the physical mechanisms of replication. Aunger's dramatic reworking of the meme concept overcomes these limitations. But by driving the meme concept into the neuron, Aunger moves away from the communication and cultural transmission of identifiable ideas, which memetics originally attempted to address.
Being uneasy about the very idea of a meme, we propose here a different approach. Instead of memes, we propose two alternative and mutually related concepts: habits and routines. Learning from the debates and difficulties within memetics, we give these alternative ideas greater meaning and refinement.
We follow the conception of habit found in pragmatist philosophy and instinct psychology, of an acquired propensity or disposition, which may or may not be actually expressed in current behaviour. 5 Habits are formed through repetition of action or thought. They are influenced by prior activity and have durable, self-sustaining qualities. The issues of behavioural reinforcement or constraint may also be important here, but they relate to how and why behaviour comes to be repetitive. Habits are the basis of both reflective and nonreflective behaviour. But habit does not mean behaviour; it is not itself a recurrent or repeated act. If we acquire a habit we do not necessarily use it all the time. It is a propensity to behave in a particular way in a particular class of situations. 'The essence of habit is an acquired predisposition to ways or modes of response' (Dewey, 1922, p. 42 ). Crucially, we may have habits that lie unused for a long time. Habits are submerged repertoires of potential behaviour; they can be triggered by an appropriate stimulus or context. Veblen and the pragmatist philosophers saw habit as something that may exist even if it is not manifest in behaviour. Habits are themselves means of higher deliberation and conscious resolve.
How are habits replicated? Unlike the replication of DNA or computer viruses, habits do not directly make copies of themselves. Instead they replicate indirectly, by means of their behavioural expressions. They can impel behaviour that is consciously or unconsciously followed by others, as a result of constraint, convention, incentive or imitation. In this way, the maintenance of customs involves the replication of habits. It is possible, but not always necessary, that codifiable rules or instructions are also involved. It is well established that not all knowledge is codifiable: there is a difference between 'knowing how' and 'knowing that' (Ryle 1949; Polanyi, 1967) . Eventually, the copied or conformist behaviour becomes rooted in the habits of the follower, thus transmitting from individual to individual an imperfect copy of each habit by an indirect route. 6
The replication of habits satisfies Godfrey- Smith's (2000) definition and all four of Aunger's (2002) criteria for replication. The habit in one person causes behaviour that is copied and leads to similar habits being acquired. The acquired habit is similar to the first with respect to the behaviour it might promote under specific conditions. Some kind of tacit or other information is transferred in the process. And because copying of behaviour is involved, duplication is also present.
Note, however, that unlike the gene, the similarity applies to the manifest behaviour that derives from the habit. There is no necessary similarity in the neural configurations or psychological states of the individuals involved. But manifest behavioural similarity must exist, for it to be meaningfully described as a similar habit. In other words, essential similarity exists at the phenotypic and behavioural rather than the genotypic level. 7 It is very different with the replication of genes. With genes, replicative similarity applies to the genetic coding, which may give rise to a significant degree of similarity at the phenotypic level as well. In contrast, with habits, replicative similarity is necessarily present at the behavioural level, but unlikely at the neural or genotypic level.
Habits are acquired and imprinted instruction systems in an individual, made up of elements that direct its behaviour or growth. A 'Lamarckian' possibility emerges here because the replication of habits proceeds by the replication of manifest behaviour, rather than of the particular 'software' of the habits themselves. Because the replication of habits works through the phenotypic and behavioural level, any additional behavioural characteristics that do not relate to the original habit might also be transmitted to the receiver. Despite the original propensity to behave in a particular way, the actual sequence of behaviours can be modified.
Hence with habits, acquired characters can be inherited. The reason is simple: habit replication itself works through characteristics, not through the direct replication of the generative structures. 8 However, while a Lamarckian possibility exists in social and cultural evolution, too much interference into 'genotypic' habits by capricious phenotypic behaviours would disrupt any beneficial selection process. Efficacious selection cannot occur if there is too much incidental 'noise' created by the interference of phenotypes (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1999; Knudsen, 2002a) . Consequently, we should look for mechanisms that maintain some fidelity in the replication of dispositions and rules in social evolution. If there is too much mixing or interference with replicators, then meaningful replication will not take place. This may be the case with at least some 'memes'. If replication is not meaningful, then 'Universal Darwinism' does not apply. Significantly, Michael Hannan and John Freeman (1989, pp. 22-3) argue that Lamarckian processes are unimportant in the population ecology of social organizations. According to them, selection takes places around deeply embedded and durable rules. Whether meaningful replication exists in socio-economic evolution is an empirical question, and invites further empirical and theoretical research.
Habits are replicated when we repeatedly follow the behaviour of others. For instance, there may be incentives or constraints. These can provide reasons to acquire specific customs, follow particular traffic conventions and use specific linguistic terms. In these cases, because others are acting in a particular way we can have powerful incentives to behave accordingly. In doing so, we too build up habits associated with these behaviours. The behaviours are reproduced and also the habits giving rise to them are replicated.
Another possible mechanism of replication is imitation. Imitation need not be fully conscious, and it will also involve some 'tacit learning' (Polanyi, 1967; Reber, 1993; Knudsen, 2002a) . Perhaps imitation can occur even without strong incentives, on the grounds that the propensity to imitate is instinctive, and this instinct has itself evolved for efficacious reasons among social creatures (James, 1890; Veblen, 1899; Campbell, 1975; Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Simon, 1990; Tomasello, 2000) . However, for instinctive imitation to take off, a substantial set of similar behaviours in the group must already have emerged for other reasons. Furthermore, if imitation is more than mimicry, then the rules and understandings associated with it also have to be transmitted. Imitation is more problematic than it appears (Aunger, 2002) . Nevertheless, there are provisional grounds to consider a partially instinctive propensity to imitate as a strong element in the complex social glue, and hence a force behind the replication of habits. Once imitation becomes an established propensity, people may imitate others on the basis of status or other perceived advantages.
Like any replicator, habits do not stand alone. Genes require organisms to carry them, and these organisms are dependent on their environment. Genes exist on a biochemical substrate. Likewise, habits cannot exist apart from the human organisms in which they reside. They exist on a psycho-neural substrate; they are formed and stored in the individual human nervous system. This in turn depends on the development of each individual, involving both genetic and environmental influences. Habits depend crucially upon stimuli from the social environment. They are not unique in this respect. But habits differ from genes in their mechanism of replication, and habits do not have the potential durability and copying fidelity of the gene. In social evolution there are additional mechanisms to supplement habit replication, which often weed out or alter aberrant habits. Mechanisms of social conformity are particularly important (Henrich and Boyd, 2001) . For example, if people have incentives to conform and disincentives to rebel, then these mechanisms can partially overcome the copying infidelities of habit replication.
In general, social institutions help to stabilise and channel behaviour and habits. Societies with effective institutions in this regard may have advantages over others. In particular, firms with incentives and culture to stabilise productive patterns of behaviour may have advantages over their competitors. At the same time, as generally in evolution, there must be scope for a degree of variation and innovation.
Having pointed to the social context of individual habit replication, we now consider routines as possible replicators. Michael Cohen et al (1996, p. 683 ) define a routine as 'an executable capability for repeated performance in some context that [has] been learned by an organization in response to selection pressures.' A consensus has now emerged that routines relate to groups or organizations, whereas habits relate to individuals (Dosi et al., 2000, p. 5) . Just as individuals have habits; groups have routines. We regard routines as the organizational analogue of habits. But we do not refer here to habits that are simply shared by many individuals in an organization or group. Routines are not habits: they are organizational metahabits, existing on a substrate of habituated individuals in a social structure. Routines are one ontological layer above habits themselves.
Like habits, routines are dispositions rather than sets of behaviours. However, confusion between dispositions and behaviours has played havoc in the literature on routines. Nevertheless, the prevailing view now seems to be that routines should be treated as organizational dispositions (Hodgson, 2003b) . For instance, Nelson and Winter (2002, p. 30) suggest that routines are dispositions when they write: 'we treat organizational routine as the organizational analogue of individual skill.' Both routines and habits are similar to genotypes, rather than to behavioural phenotypes.
In sum, we define routines as organizational dispositions to energise conditional patterns of behaviour within an organized group of individuals, involving sequential responses to cues. Just as habits are elements of human learning and cognition, the building and replication of routines involves organizational learning and the transmission of knowledge. Routines are nevertheless manifestations of human cognition and the interactions of individual minds. To understand how routines work, and the particular role of behavioural cues, it is necessary to consider how any tacit or other information associated with a routine is preserved and replicated. Michael Cohen and Paul Bacdayan (1994) use the distinction in psychology between procedural and other, more cognitive forms of memory, such as semantic, episodic or declarative memory. Procedural memory is triggered by social or other cues. 'Procedural knowledge is less subject to decay, less explicitly accessible, and less easy to transfer to novel circumstances' (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994, p. 557) .
Routines depend upon a group of individuals, each with habits of a particular kind, where many of these habits depend upon procedural memory. The behavioural cues by some members of a structured assembly of habituated individuals triggers specific habits in others. Hence various individual habits sustain each other in an interlocking structure of reciprocating individual behaviours. 'A process of habit-meshing takes place within any organization, in that each person's habits are a part of the environment of the others' (Campbell, 1965, p. 27) .
The organization or group provides a social and physical environment for each individual. This environment is made up of the other individuals, the relations between them and the technological and physical artefacts that they may use in their interactions. This social and physical environment produces cues that can trigger behaviours, which in turn can trigger the behaviour of others, perhaps produce or modify some artefacts, and help to change or replicate parts of this social and physical environment.
Partly because of procedural memory, organizations can have important additional properties and capacities that are not possessed by individuals, taken severally. The organization provides the social and physical environment that is necessary to cue individual habits and deploy individual memories. If one person leaves the organization and is replaced by another, then the new recruit may have to learn the habits that are required to maintain specific routines. Just as the human body has a life in addition to its constituent cells, the organization thus has a life in addition to its members. A routine derives from the capacity of an organization to energise a series of conditional, interlocking, sequential behaviours among several individuals within the organization.
Routines are not behaviour; they are stored behavioural capacities or capabilities. These capacities involve knowledge and memory. They involve organizational structures and individual habits which, when triggered, lead to sequential behaviours. Consider a firm in which all employees and managers work on weekdays only. During the week a number of organizational routines can be energised. At other times the firm is inactive. But the routines do not all disappear at the weekend, to reappear mysteriously the next Monday morning. The routines-as-capacities remain. They can be triggered next week by appropriate stimuli.
Just as habits replicate from individual to individual, routines replicate from group to group and from organization to organization. In studies of technological diffusion, organization studies, and the strategic management literature there is some discussion of the diffusion or replication of routines. 9 Prominent mechanisms for the replication of routines involve the movement of employees from organization to organization, or independent experts or consultants that help to transfer knowledge and experience gained in one context to another. The case studies show the transfer of technologies, management procedures, corporate multidivisional structures, accounting conventions and much else. What is central to these transfers is the replication of practices and organizational relationships. What is generally critical is the capacity of the receiving organization to accommodate and utilise these practices and relationships in the context of its own ingrained culture of habits and beliefs.
In some respects the replication of routines may be more difficult than the replication of habits from individual to individual. Take the mechanism of imitation. Among individuals, any evolved capacity to imitate others must involve the ability to sense the more significant actions, and the tacit rules and meanings associated with behaviour. This capacity would have evolved over millions of years. By contrast, complex organizations are extremely recent in human history. Many organizations may have evolved only limited capacities to discern and prioritise the important rules and meanings. It is likely that replication through imitation is even more difficult with (and at the level of) organizations than it is with individuals.
Nevertheless, as noted in the organization studies literature, examples of successful routine replication exist. They typically involve the combination of codifiable information and instructions with extensive personal example, advice and contact, where the receiving organization has sufficient plasticity to usefully absorb and accommodate the routine. Sometimes routines are spread or cloned as a result of laws or rules that emanate from a third organization, such as the state or an association of employers. The replication of routines can also occur through a cloning strategy by a receiving organization. Or it can result from lowerlevel contacts, stimulation and imitation, between several individuals. Do these processes exhibit the four criteria of causation, similarity, information transfer and duplication, and thus qualify as true replication? Causal involvement is present, because the new routine would not be created without the existence of a precursor from which it was copied. Clearly, the other three definitional features are there as well. Routines replicate, and they do so on a substrate of organized and habituated individuals.
The qualities that make up good replicators are longevity, fecundity and fidelity (Dawkins, 1976) . Clearly, in regard to longevity and copying fidelity, habits and routines are much inferior to genes. But they have potential degrees of durability and copying fidelity that warrant their status as repositories of knowledge and custom. The designation of habits and routines as replicators depends upon this fact.
At the same time, because the copying or replication of habits and routines is imperfect, herein lies a source of variation in the evolutionary process. Such variation can occur by accident, experiment or design, and detailed consideration of this issue is relevant to any application of Darwinian evolutionary principles (Campbell, 1965; Metcalfe, 1998) . 10 Habits and routines are elements within the firm that influence, constrain and create possibilities for future variation. There are important ways in which the generation of variety in a population of evolving firms differ from the generation of variety in a population of evolving biological organisms. However, it is not possible to deal with the specifics here. We simply note that variation is the evolutionary fuel, and the necessary basis for selection to work in any population, including a population of evolving firms.
The Meaning of Selection: The Selection of Habits and Routines
A consensus has emerged in modern attempts to refine the concept of selection. A number of selection theorists, working with both philosophical and mathematical tools, have generalised the concept of selection to apply to diverse populations of entities. Within this literature, after the seminal contribution of Ronald A. Fisher, the formalisation of general selection theory by George Price has been highly influential. 11
Two fundamentally different concepts of selection are employed in biology and elsewhere, but both are encompassed by the general selection theory developed by Price. One type of selection involves the creation of a subset of elements from a broader set, by some process or criterion. Such selection is equivalent to choosing apples from a fruit stall. Price (1995) termed this subset selection. When Darwin discussed selection he did not consider subset selection, because offspring are not a subset of parents. Price's definition unifies both the selection of successors (we shall call this successor selection) and subset selection. Price defined selection in terms of two sets that exist in successive time steps. A set exists at the first step, and a corresponding set exists at the second step.
The first may be described as the anterior set, the second as the posterior set. A necessary condition for selection is when all the elements of the posterior set are sufficiently similar to elements within the anterior set. Furthermore, every element in the posterior set must have crucial material or informational features that correspond to, or are derived from, features of a corresponding member of the anterior set. Similarity between members of the two sets can be established by mechanisms of replication or inheritance, as in the case of successor selection, or it is a matter of enduring identity, as in the case of subset selection. But some such mechanism of succession or endurance is connoted by the definition of selection. Hence this generalised concept of selection ties in with, and relies upon, additional mechanisms that preserve crucial material or informational features through time.
We have noted that Price's definition of selection is so broad that it does not rely on replication or inheritance. Neither does it rely on the distinctions between genotype and phenotype, nor between replicator and interactor. Nevertheless, the replicator-interactor distinction is important in socio-economic evolution, as understood here.
Another milestone in the development of general selection theory is the work of Hull et al. (2001) . Starting from our knowledge of specific but different mechanisms of selection in the real world, they derive some general principles. They offer a general account of selection that covered the very different processes of gene selection, the selection of antibody-producing cells in the evolution of the immune system, and operant conditioning. 12 A crucial goal is to provide an account of selection that was neither too broad nor too narrow. They define selection as 'repeated cycles of replication, variation, and environmental interaction. These three processes must be so structured that environmental interaction causes replication to be differential' (pp. 526-7). They stress that selection combines replication with environmental interaction. The combination of refinement and generality in their account makes it a source of inspiration for theories of selection at the socio-economic level.
Inspired by this literature, we define selection in the following terms. Selection involves an anterior set of entities, each interacting with their environment, thereby being transformed into a posterior set, where all members of the posterior set are sufficiently similar to some members of the anterior set, and where the resulting frequencies of posterior entities depend upon the properties of the members of the anterior set evaluated in their environmental context. The environment of any entity can in principle include other existing entities.
Note that when the distinction between genotype and phenotype is relevant, the above definition can be applied to both the selection of phenotypes and selection for genotypes. This invokes the distinction of Elliott Sober (1984) and others between 'selection of' and 'selection for'. Selection in the above definition would apply to the selection of phenotypes such as individual organisms, with the concomitant selection for associated genotypes. The Priceinspired definition of selection is so broad that it covers both selection of and selection for.
We first address the selection of habits. In the light of the previous discussion it becomes clear that not one, but two types of selection process are involved. Only one of them relies on mechanisms of habit replication as discussed in the preceding section. This is because subset selection of habits also exists. Subset selection of habits occurs within the repertoire of habits held by an individual, or group of individuals. Habits can decay if we do not reinvigorate them by repeated use. Our knowledge of a foreign language can diminish, our mathematical aptitude can waste away, or we can lose the habits of our youth. At the same time, other habits are retained. A selected subset of habits is created through the disuse of other habits. This selection process occurs through interaction with the environment. The posterior set is related to the anterior set, and the frequencies of posterior habits depend upon the properties of the members of the anterior set evaluated in their environmental context.
Consider the other possible process, successor selection of replicating habits. This involves the habits of one individual being replicated in other individuals. The possible mechanisms involved, such as imitation, incentives and constraints, are discussed above. The anterior set is composed of habits held by an individual or group of individuals. Holding the population of individuals constant to exclude migration, the posterior set includes the habits newly copied by some individuals in addition to the habits retained by some of the individuals. Again, this occurs through interaction with the environment, including interactions between individuals. The posterior set is related to the anterior set, in the respects indicated in the discussion of habit replication above. When the frequencies of posterior habits depend upon the properties of the habits of the anterior set evaluated in their environmental context, this is an instance of successor selection. Quite commonly, some behaviours will be evaluated as more attractive, powerful, efficient or appropriate than others within a particular context and will therefore tend to be copied by many individuals. Some behaviours will be less favoured and therefore copied only by a few individuals. This copying of behaviours will lead to the replication of habits, as noted above.
Turning to the selection of routines, as with habits, there is both subset and successor selection. Like habits, routines can decay if they are not reinvigorated by repeated use. The decay of a routine involves the waning of some or all of the interlocking individual habits that are necessary to sustain the routine, or the removal of one or more individuals from the group that performs the routine. A posterior subset of routines is created. This posterior subset is related to the anterior set. The frequencies of posterior routines depend upon the properties of the anterior routines, in that efficacious or favoured routines will be selected.
The successor selection of routines depends upon the processes of routine replication that were briefly discussed in the preceding section and in the case study literature cited therein. The anterior set is composed of routines involving a group or groups of individuals. The posterior set includes routines, newly acquired in addition to the routines retained by some of the individuals. Again, this occurs through interaction with the environment, including interactions between individuals and groups of individuals. The posterior set is related to the anterior set, as indicated in the discussion of routine replication above.
When we consider routines in the context of the firm, some selection occurs as a result of the decline or failure of the firm as a whole in its interactions with its external environment. Also managerial inattention following large periods of success might play an important role in promoting the inertia that leads to the decline of a firm (Miller, 1994) . Alternatively, some selection may result from internal managerial action, due to perceptions of the relative efficiency of different routines (Miner, 1994) . Such internal selection, involving perceptions of efficacy rather than the test of the external environment, is an example of 'vicarious selection' as discussed in a classic paper by Donald T. Campbell (1965) . By internal or external mechanisms, some routines are copied more than others. The frequencies of posterior routines thus depend upon the actual or perceived properties of the anterior routines as required to make this an instance of successor selection. In sum, we have good reason to consider both habits and routines, as replicators and as units of selection. Furthermore, both habit selection and routine selection appear in the two possible modes of subset selection and successor selection. However, there is an important difference between habits and routines. Habits do not require a cohesive group of individuals. The subset selection of habits can occur with a single individual. Successor selection of habits requires interactions between individuals, but not necessarily enduring relations or cohesive groups. By contrast, all routine selection and replication involves a group of individuals that is sufficiently cohesive and interactive to maintain the interlocking individual habits that energise the routine. This raises deeper questions about the social and organization context of routine replication and selection. These are addressed in the next section.
The Firm as an Interactor
Originally, Richard Dawkins (1982 ) distinguished between 'replicators' and 'vehicles'. However, Hull (1980 , 1981 proposed the alternative term of 'interactor', to stress not only the cohesive nature of the replicator-carrying unit, but also its interaction with its environment. Hull (1988, p. 408) defines an interactor as 'an entity that directly interacts as a cohesive whole with its environment in such a way that this interaction causes replication to be differential'. Later below we shall suggest some refinement of this definition.
Robert Brandon (1996, p. 125) remarked that the distinction between replicators and interactors 'is best seen as a generalization of the traditional genotype-phenotype distinction'. This generalization seems straightforward in genetic evolution, as the organism is both the phenotype, and the cohesive whole that interacts with the environment, causing differential replication of the genes in the population. However, even with genetic evolution the neat distinction between genes as replicators and organisms as interactors is illusionary. A closer look reveals that also lengths of RNA, lengths of DNA, chromosomes and gametes function as interactors (Brandon, 1998; Hull, 1988 Hull, , 2001 . Not only are there biological interactors at a level lower than the gene, the concept of phenotype has been 'extended' to go beyond the organism and its behaviour (Dawkins, 1982) , and even groups, populations and species are considered as possible interactors (Brandon, 1998; Hull, 1988 Hull, , 2001 . Furthermore, the boundaries of phenotypes and interactors become more difficult to determine with evolution in the neural and immune systems. These definitional problems become even greater in the socio-economic domain.
So far in this article we have used the term phenotype in the loose but widely accepted sense of the manifest behavioural and other attributes (traits) of an interactor. We have argued that habits and routines are gene-like replicators, and we have used the term phenotype to refer to their manifestations, including behaviour and other attributes. A problem is to determine the identity of the interactor. In refining the concept of the interactor we find that it has features that are additional to the looser concept of a phenotype. There are two crucial, additional and related elements in the definition of an interactor. First, it interacts with its environment as a cohesive unit. Second, these interactions cause differential replication of the replicators. Clearly, as in the case of genetic evolution, an interactor may encompass a number of replicators.
As explained above, two types of selection process can operate. However, subset selection does not involve replication. To identify interactors we must look at successor selection and mechanisms of differential replication.
Again consider habits. With successor selection some but not all habits are passed on to others. The obvious candidate for the interactor in this context is the human individual; it satisfies the definitional conditions outlined above. An individual can interact with nature, and often also with other humans. Notably, interaction with others involves more than biological attributes. Human individuals adopt social roles (e.g. friend, foe, thief) that are part of meaningful social interaction.
But we must also consider why a group of individuals is not best regarded as the interactor for habits. This is because habit transmission is essentially from individual to individual, not from group to group. Interactions between individuals in one group may occur, but some habit replication can occur without them, and the group does not necessarily have to be cohesive for replication to occur. Instead, the individual is the essential and cohesive unit in the replication of habits.
By contrast, if the replication of habits does critically depend on interactions within a group, then the structures of interlocking relationships that enable these interactions have also to evolve and endure. These structures have also to be considered as replicators. Something more than the aggregate of individuals is involved. This is where routines come in. Routines replicate from group to group, and involve interlocking relationships and interactions within each group.
Consider a team of workers within a firm, concerned with some aspect of the firm's productive activity. This team is made up of individuals and routines. Can such a team be considered as an interactor? If the answer is positive, then we must be able to point to interactions between the team and its environment that might cause the replication of the routines involved to be differential.
We are thus concerned with successor selection and the replication of routines from team to team. Such replication could occur if the management of the firm decides to build another plant and build up a second and similar production team. In this case the management of the firm is causally implicated in the replication process. Another possible mode of replication is the copying of the team type and its routines by another firm. What is notable in these examples is that the firm, as well as the team itself, plays a crucial causal role in team replication.
This does not disqualify routines within the team from being replicators. But it does not make the team an interactor. Compared with the definition of a replicator, the definition of an interactor entails the additional criterion that the entity must interact with its environment as a cohesive unit, so causing differential replication. We interpret this criterion to disqualify entities that also require strong and enduring connections with further entities to bring about differential replication.
Many cohesive wholes exist in nature, but only a few of them count as interactors in a selection process. According to Hull (1988 Hull ( , 2001 chromosomes, gametes, organisms, and possibly populations and species interact as cohesive wholes with their environment in a way that replication is differential, i.e., some structures become more rare, some more common. In the primordial soup, it is likely that the first self-replicating entities involved in the earliest evolution were both replicators and interactors, but genes are primarily replicators (Brandon, 1998; Eigen et al. 1981) . The gene evolved to fulfil a specialised function as a replicator whereas its host organism both provides it with a suitable cellular environment and fulfils the specialised function as an interactor (Hull, 1988 (Hull, , 2001 .
Just as genes require very strong connections with organisms in order to bring about differential replication, so too do routines and teams require strong connections with the firm for differential replication to occur. For this reason we do not generally consider teams within firms to be interactors. In earlier times when production was organized in a team of hunters, the team was an interactor, but today it is not because it depends on strong and enduring connections with a host firm. The team has evolved to fulfil a specialised function as a replicator whereas its host firm both provides it with a suitable environment and fulfils the specialised function as an interactor.
However, this interpretation depends critically on the understanding of terms such as 'cohesive' and 'strong'. At this point it is necessary to add some refinements to the definition of an interactor. The term 'cohesive whole' indicates that its components stick together and remain united. We interpret this to mean at least that all the components depend critically on the survival of the whole, and that to some degree the components depend on the survival of each other.
We define p i,j as the probability, with respect to a given environment, that entity i will expire if entity j expires. By a given environment, we refer to a set of possible environmental states that are similar in relevant respects. Each interactor is a cohesive whole and for each interactor there is a corresponding non-empty 'component' set of replicators R. There is also a positive number of replicators or interactors that are not members of R. If an entity w is an interactor, then it must satisfy all of the following minimal conditions:
(1) For every member r of R, p r,w ≥ 1-ε.
(2) Every member r of R must be a component part of w, in the further sense that every r is part of the structure of w, and interacts with the outside world through w.
(3) For every replicator or interactor x, which is not a member of R, p x,w < ε and p w,x < ε.
(4) Every w has a set of properties C w that will determine the expected number of successors of R within a given environment.
Where ε is a small positive number. The first of these minimal conditions means that if the cohesive whole perishes, then all the 'component' replicators are also likely to perish. This implies some minimal cohesion and -given that some members of this population are not members of R -it creates the possibility of differential replication among a whole population of similar types of replicator. The second condition elaborates slightly the status of members of R as components of w. The third condition requires that if the cohesive whole expires, then there is a high probability that all non-component entities will survive. The third condition also requires that if any non-component entity expires, then there is a high probability that the cohesive whole will survive. The third condition means that the cohesive whole and any noncomponent entity are independent in the sense that the survival of one does not entirely depend on the survival of the other. The first three criteria define an interactor as a cohesive whole within a given environment. The fourth criterion defines an interactor as an entity that will cause differential replication within this environment. It is a matter of debate whether these conditions are sufficient to define an interactor; here we simply uphold that they are necessary.
Consider whether the firm satisfies the necessary conditions for being an interactor. Its component replicators are a set R of routines. Note that the habits or genes of individual members of the firm cannot be members of R. Their inclusion would violate the first condition, as neither the habits nor the genes of individuals are highly likely to be exterminated if the firm expires. These habits or genes are not components of the firm. By contrast, the particular routines that are members of R are likely to expire if the firm ceases to exist. The first condition is thus satisfied. Routines are also components of the firm in the sense of the second condition. The third condition is not violated, because there is no replicator or interactor outside R whose expiration would likely result in the demise of the firm, or would itself be likely to expire if the firm went bust. The fourth criterion requires that the properties of the firm determine the expected number of its particular routines within a given environment. Depending on the firm's ability to interact with its environment, its routines must become more rare or more common. As the historical record shows, this requirement is fulfilled because other firms will copy the routines of the more profitable firms, and because the more profitable firms will expand by copying their own routines. The firm thus qualifies as an interactor, at least by these minimal and preliminary conditions. We now consider whether these conditions apply to the team. The replicator components of a team would again be routines. Clearly, and at least by the second condition, the firm that hosts the team is not a member of R. Given that the firm is an interactor, and not member of R, then much hinges on whether the team violates the third condition. Is the team likely to expire when the firm expires? If the answer is 'yes', then by the third condition, the team is not an interactor.
On the one hand, often the survival of the team depends critically on the survival of the firm. In these cases, if the firm goes bust, then the team dissolves. On the other hand, there are cases when one firm merges with, or is taken over by, another firm. This absorption of one entity into another may keep much of the features of the original entity intact. Hence the team can survive the merger or acquisition of its host firm. By contrast, in the natural world, the absorption of one organism by another means the dissolution of one of these organisms. In the socio-economic world, much of the cohesion of an original firm can be retained when it is merged with or acquired by another firm; absorption does not necessarily mean dissolution.
These considerations oblige us to revisit the definition of p i,j and particularly the term 'expire'. Does a merger or takeover amount to an expiration of the original firm? The constitution, boundaries or title of the firm can change radically with a merger or acquisition. But on the other hand, many of its components, rules, property, routines and structures may remain intact. Some employees and customer goodwill may survive the metamorphosis. Clearly, merger or acquisition is not the same as bankruptcy or dissolution.
We have an intermediate case that is not typical of organisms in the natural world. When a cat eats a mouse, then the consumed interactor expires. But when the whale consumed the Biblical Jonah, he remained an interactor and atypically lived to tell the tale. With the takeover of one firm by another, the legal identity of one firm may expire, but some of its teams and their routines may live on, like Jonah, in the belly of the predator.
There is a case for treating absorption, such as through merger and acquisition, as nonexpiration. Similarly, if the firm divides into separate units then that does not necessarily mean that it expires. The term expire must be taken to mean the loss of all coherence and structure. In the context of the modern firm, it means the complete loss, rather than the mere transfer or division, of the legal personhood of the firm. If this argument is accepted then the fate of the team is bound up with the fate of its host firm; if the firm in this stricter sense expires, then the team is also likely to expire. In this case the third condition is violated and the team is not an interactor.
It is nevertheless conceivable that a team might outlive the expiration of its host and continues to interact as a cohesive whole within the environment provided by a new host. Whether this happens depends on the degree to which the team has developed strong and enduring connections with its original host. Teams are often disqualified as interactors because they will be dissolved if the host expires. This is the case if the team has evolved to fulfil a specialised function as a replicator whereas its host firm both provides it with a suitable environment and fulfils the specialised function as an interactor.
While we admit these possibilities, including in our definitions, the literature on mergers and acquisitions suggests that the survival of acquired teams or routines within the acquiring or merged firm is relatively rare. With mergers, managers have often found it very difficult to fully integrate the component parts of merged firms. Acquisitions tend to work out better when the unit acquired is relatively small and the acquiring firm breaks up and replaces the prevailing culture of the acquired firm (Kusewitt, 1985; Datta, 1991; Walter, 1991) . Overall, teams and routines infrequently survive mergers or acquisitions intact. In sum, we do not entirely rule out the possibility of a team being an interactor, but we see the firm as more generally and powerfully fitting this role.
We favour a legally grounded definition of the firm (Blair, 1999; Soderquist, 2000; Hodgson, 2002a) . This means that the legal identity of the firm is an important element, alongside others, in the capacity of the firm to protect its assets and remain a coherent whole. In the case of the takeover of one firm by another, or in the division of one firm into two or more separate entities, these legal assets, rights and capacities are often divided or passed on. The formal legal name of a particular firm may expire, but its assets, rights and capacities defined in law may endure. Such a conception of the firm is not essential to our argument but it strengthens our case. Its legal status is crucial in cohering its interactions with a market environment, and its competition or cooperation with other firms. In legal and meaningful sense it is firms, not teams, that contract with customers or suppliers. Even if the firm has multiple plants or divisions, the firm has a degree of cohesion resulting from its unitary legal status as a single 'legal person'. Despite widespread confusion in this area, no good reason has ever been given for economists to relinquish such a definition. At the same time it has to be recognised that there are other relevant structures, such as conglomerates, business units, joint ventures, and so on, which involve multiple firms. Some of these might also be interactors, but it is beyond the scope of this essay to consider these other entities. Instead we concentrate on the status of the firm as an interactor.
What concerns us here is the endurance or expiration of the organized substance that makes up a particular firm. This 'organized substance' refers to entities such as structures, rules and routines. To a large degree, the organized substance of a firm can survive merger, takeover or even division. The law itself speaks of the 'absorption' or 'purchase' or 'consolidation' or 'merger' of firms. By contrast, a firm expires when it becomes insolvent or bankrupt. 13 In cases of insolvency or bankruptcy, a team that fulfilled a specialised function as a replicator within its now expired host firm is not likely to find a similar suitable environment and will therefore be dissolved.
The human individual is an interactor. Firms are made up of individuals and their interrelations. Hence, if firms are also interactors, then we have a hierarchy of interactors and evolutionary processes operating on more than one level. 14 However, the existence of evolution on multiple levels does not necessarily involve replicators at different levels. At least one set of replicators must correspond to each level of interactor in a hierarchy of interactors, but there need not be a one-to-one correspondence between a hierarchy of replicators and a hierarchy of interactors (Brandon, 1998) . Most rigorous accounts of multiple level selection establish a hierarchy of interactors, without necessarily establishing a corresponding hierarchy of replicators as well.
A good example of such a hierarchy is viable group selection. Despite being out of fashion for a while (Williams, 1966; Dawkins, 1976 ) the possibility of group selection is now rigorously established and widely acknowledged. 15 However, group selection occurs under specific conditions only. The group itself has to be sufficiently cohesive and influential to overcome the adverse effects of immigration and emigration, thus minimising the possibility of altruistic and other group-oriented behaviours being diluted and undermined by free-riders. There must be differential success of groups, that is due in part to the properties of groups, not merely to their components. In general, a significant degree of group structure and cohesion are required to make group selection meaningful (Henrich, 2004) . In short, group selection operates when the individuals in the group are bound together in a sufficiently cohesive manner to share a mostly common fate.
We suggest that the firm typically provides such structure and cohesion. The firm can provide a corporate culture and structured environment, consisting of behavioural norms and routinised practices, which can augment individual skills and output per person (Argyris and Schön, 1996; Hodgson, 1998) . In this way the firm can sometimes be a more efficient means of organizing production than the market, even if it does not provide a sufficient advantage in terms of lower transaction costs (Hodgson and Knudsen, 2003) . The importance of structured relationships within the firm, the effects of corporate norms and culture, and the consequential firm-specific capabilities and learning effects, mean that the firm typically has the necessary cohesion to qualify as an interactor. Furthermore, the structures and routines within the firm largely and normally share the common fate of the firm itself. If the survival of the firm is jeopardised, then skilled individuals and much physical capital can be moved elsewhere. But the firm is not simply an aggregate of individuals, physical capital and codifiable knowledge. It also consists of idiosyncratic structures, relationships and routines that typically are not readily tradable and are specific to the firm itself (Winter, 1988; Langlois and Robertson, 1995) . These routines are important repositories of knowledge that is not readily codified or sold. This means that most or all of the firm's routines share the fate of the firm in which they reside.
The competitive selection of cohesive groups such as firms is due to their differential properties in a common environment. In turn, these differential properties of firms partly emanate from the organized structure of the firms as a whole, and are not merely due to the aggregate properties of the individuals in the firm, taken severally. Structured and cohesive interactions between individuals within the firm give rise to, and are properly regarded as, properties of the firm. These are a cause of differential profitability and thus differential replication of the firm's routines, i.e. competitive selection. This applies in the cases of both external selection (via inter-firm competition) and internal (vicarious) selection (by firm managers) of routines.
Given that they are units of selection, by the definitions discussed above this does not necessarily mean that the group or firm is also a replicator. If groups or firms are replicators, then we have to consider the interactors to which they relate. To avoid over-extending our argument, we here put aside consideration of whether a cohesive group or a firm can also be considered as a replicator. The crucial point here is that the existence of group selection depends on properties that simultaneously qualify the group as an interactor. As Robert Brandon (1996, p. 135) puts it: 'when selection occurs at a given level, the entities at that level must be interactors.' Accordingly, if firms are proper objects of selection, then that implies that they are interactors as well. 16 There is a hierarchy of interactors, including firms at one level and individuals at another. There is also a hierarchy of replicators, namely routines, habits and genes. How do these two hierarchies relate? The distinction between 'selection of' and 'selection for' is relevant here (Sober, 1984) . Just as the selection of individual organisms in genetic evolution results in selection for the corresponding genes, selection of firms in a competitive environment results in the selection for some of the replicators associated with the firms, such as their constituent routines. That is, the current properties of the firm determine whether its routines, and possibly the habits of its individual members, will be more common or more rare in the next time period.
Further descending the hierarchy, the selection of firms can also have a slight effect in the selection for human genes, given that employment opportunities in the firm can have an effect of the survival opportunities for human individuals. The selection of firms has effects that cascade down to the selection of individuals, and in turn to selection for genes. But selection for these lower-level, biological replicators can be ignored for purposes of analysing economic evolution. It is too slight to be of significance, given the much slower evolutionary processes involved.
The identification of the interactors involved in economic evolution has not previously received much attention. Yet, according to Brandon (1998, pp. 191-192) , this question is of great importance because a hierarchy of replicators is derivative of an interactor hierarchy in the sense 'that we need to determine the level of interaction in order to determine the level of replication, but not vice versa.' What should count as an interactor is therefore of great importance for the advance of evolutionary theories of economic change.
We have reached the conclusion that a firm is typically an interactor. But clearly, this proposition has to be explored further, especially in the light of future definitional refinement of the terms involved. Nevertheless, the idea that the firm can be treated as an interactor, ties in directly with the idea that firms are selected through competition in a market environment, and that this is part of one level of the full, multi-level selection theory that must be constructed in order to understand socio-economic evolution.
Conclusion
Our proposal that the firm can be considered as an interactor is consistent with the general line of argument in Nelson and Winter's (1982) work. They considered firms as units of selection in a competitive process and 'routines as genes'. We have endorsed and refined their perspective here, using insights from modern evolutionary theory and the philosophy of biology.
Many of these insights have been gained from the development of a framework of Universal Darwinism, where generalised Darwinian ideas are applied to non-biological, as well as biological, evolving systems. We have noted that this possible generalization of Darwinism has been raised by many authors in the past, long before the particular versions of Dawkins (1983) and Dennett (1995) . The application of Darwinism to socio-economic evolution depends simply on the existence of meaningful variation, replication and selection in that sphere. Understanding this, in turn, depends on adequately precise definitions of those Darwinian concepts. Within evolutionary economics, over twenty years after the appearance of Nelson and Winter's (1982) classic work, these issues are only beginning to be explored.
As noted above, detailed exploration of the processes of replication and selection in any context requires the identification of the interactors and the levels of interaction. The contribution of this paper is, first, to establish in general and formal terms some of the essential characteristics of an interactor, applying to any evolutionary context. Second, on this basis, we have established the status of a firm as an interactor in socio-economic evolution.
The motivation has in part been to explore the possible generalization of Darwinism to this sphere. The applicability or otherwise of Universal Darwinism cannot be determined without such a conceptual, theoretical and empirically grounded exploration. Hitherto the pioneers of modern evolutionary economics have been content to treat the application of Darwinian principles as one of carefully choosing appropriate metaphors or analogies (Hodgson, 1993; Dosi et al., 2000) . The challenge of Universal Darwinism is to go further, and to consider the possibility of a degree of ontological similarity at general level of the evolutionary process (Hodgson, 2002b) . Such ontological similarity may occur alongside huge differences in the detailed mechanisms and processes of variation, replication and selection.
However, the exploration of the possibility of a generalization of Universal Darwinism to within evolutionary economics is not merely a matter of idle curiosity. It is our conviction that the further development of work in this genre requires the development of a conceptual framework alongside detailed empirical work. Indeed, the organization and success of the latter depends to a large degree on success in the former, as all empirical enquiry is prompted and framed by questions of theory. We concur with the sentiments of Hull (1978, p. 350) in one of the quotations that heads this article: empirical evidence on its own can have little impact, and scientific progress depends on the organizing scaffold of a theoretical system. As yet, Darwinism provides the only general evolutionary framework within which a complete causal explanation of evolutionary processes appears possible. Even advocates of selforganization theory and thermodynamic analogies admit this. 17 As many have claimed for civilization, socialism or Christianity, a Darwinian evolutionary economics has not really been tried. Despite Darwin's (1859) own hints at the possible application of his evolutionary principles to social as well as biological entities or processes, and despite the early attempts by Bagehot (1872) , Ritchie (1896) , Veblen (1899) and others to apply Darwinian principles to social evolution, a rigorous extension of these principles to evolutionary economics has yet to be fulfilled. Any rigorous generalisation of the concepts of replication and selection must rely on reasonably precise general definitions of these terms, which did not emerge until after 1990. In defining and identifying interactors, we hope to have made a small but important further step.
